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1. Introduction
There are advantages and disadvantages of port development. Ports mainly benefit
nations’ manufacturing sector. This could lead to those nations’ high GDP. However, port
development could also mean destroying biodiversity, creating noise, and causing health
problems.
Initially, ports have been utilised by human beings for various purposes, for example,
to provide shelters for boats and ships, to load and unload passengers and goods, since 4,600
years ago in ancient Egypt (Stille, 2013; Dwarakisha & Salima, 2015). Nowadays, ports serve
the world’s citizens more than their traditional functions and become multifunctional socioeconomic spaces (Montwill, 2014). Ports in these days also link between islands and remote
areas to mainlands providing commercial service centers, supporting industrial activities,
connecting maritime transport to other modes of transport, and reducing national security
problems, terrorism, illegal immigration and other criminal activities (European Sea Ports
Organisation, 2015; Montwill, 2014). Moreover, the benefits people have gained from ports
are evidenced by the growth of international trade and global economy. Port and port-related
industries have created different kinds of jobs including industry distribution, logistics, land
transport, and maintenance services either inside or outside the port areas. (See International
Maritime Organization, 2011; Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development,
2014; United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, 2016; Portopia, 2016; Ferrari,
Merk, Bottasso, Conti and Tei, 2012; and Merk, Ducruet, Dubarle, Haezendonck, and Dooms,
2011 for more details.)
On the other side of the coin, port development can induce adverse effects on quality
of human beings’ lives and surrounding natural resources. According to United Nations
Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (UNESCAP, 1992), there were
three types of the negative impacts of port development: (a) the location of a port, (b) its
construction, and (c) the port operation. In the elaboration of UNESCAP;
Location of port connotes the existence of structures or landfills, and the position
of the development site. Construction implies construction activities in the sea and
on the land, dredging, disposal of dredged materials, and transport of construction
materials. Port operation includes ship-related factors such as vessel traffic, ship
discharges and emissions, spills and leakage from ships: and cargo-related factors
such as cargo handling and storage, handling equipment, hazardous materials,
water-front industry discharges, and land transport to and from the port.
(UNESCAP, 1992, p.1., bolds original)
UNESCAP further gave more details of possible environmental impacts. The impacts
were “categorised into nine groups: (a) water quality; (b) coastal hydrology; (c) bottom
contamination; (d) marine and coastal ecology; (e) air quality; (f) noise and vibration; (g) waste
management; (h) visual quality; and (i) socio-cultural impacts.” (UNESCAP, 1992, p.1)
Even though port development has disadvantages, many countries including Thailand
still invest in port development projects to maintain the countries’ economic status and active
trade activities and supplies.
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1.1 Pak Bara Port
On the 28th of June 2005, the Office of the National Economic and Social Development
Board proposed Thailand Logistics Development Strategy 2007-2011 to the Council of
Ministers. The strategy suggested Thai government to invest in land bridge connecting two
offshore sides of the country. One is Songkhla Port (the second terminal) on the Gulf of
Thailand and another one is Pak Bara Port on Andaman. Two years later, on the 27th of June
2007, the proposal was approved by the Council of Ministers’ resolution and both port projects
have been operated by the Marine Department on behalf of Ministry of Transport (Marine
Department, n.d.).
Pak Bara Port Project aimed to promote Thailand as a regional transport hub between
Southeast Asia, South Asia, Middle East, Africa and Europe. It could also offer an optional
transportation hub in case of heavy traffic or severe accidents in Malacca Strait. Thai
governments would persuade offshore customers to use the Port by offering cheaper fees, and
pointing out its advantages such as travel with a shorter distance and save time compared to
using Penang Port of Malaysia and Port of Singapore. The Port also benefits Thai exporters
who generally have to ship their products at neighbouring countries’ ports (Marine Department,
n.d.).
Figure1 Location of Pak Bara Port

Source: Marine Department (2014)
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1.2 Problem Statement
According to Notification of Ministry of Science, Technology and Environment
Subject: Defining Size and Type for Project of Government Agency, State Enterprise or Private
Sector That Shall Prepare Environmental Impact Assessment Report B.E. 2535 (1992), a
project of constructing a port which has berth capacity of 500-gross-tonnage vessels is required
to report an environmental impact assessment (EIA) before the construction. EIA report of Pak
Bara Port was firstly approved in 2009 (Southeast Asia Technology Co. Ltd. & TEAM
Consulting Engineering and Management Co., Ltd., 2009). The report gave a prediction of both
negative and positive impacts on quality of the environment and natural resources, and quality
of local people’s lives. Additionally, resolutions and monitoring measures for possible negative
impacts during the construction and operation were also written in the report. EIA report, on
one hand, quantitatively analysed impacts on quality of marine environment: change of water
currents, water levels and wave heights, dissemination of sediment, and coastal erosion. On the
other hand, the report little examined some aspects, especially socio-economic impacts,
especially on Mu Ko Phetra National Park. The report little mentioned about local people,
possible conflicts between them and port developers, and most importantly, the economic
recreational value of Mu Ko Phetra National Park.
Figure 2 Panoramic view of Pak Bara Port (Phase 1)

Source: Marine Department (2014)
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1.3 Purpose of the Study
Since there are few socioeconomic examination of EIA report on Mu Ko Phetra
National Park, this study aims to compare the possible change(s) of recreational benefits of Mu
Ko Phetra National Park before and after the construction of Park Bara Port Project. To do so,
a research question helps frame the study;
How does Pak Bara Port Project affect the economic recreational value of Mu Ko Phetra
National Park?

2. Background of the Study
2.1 Mu Ko Phetra National Park
Mu Ko Phetra National Park is a marine national park in Andaman coast, Malacca Strait
of Indian Ocean, Thailand. Mu Ko Phetra was declared by Royal Decree a national park on the
31st December 1984. It consists of 22 islands and its territory covers approximately 494.38 km2
of two provinces: Trang and Satun. Ninety four percent of its total area is open sea (National
Park Office, 2016). Because of its scenery, a large number of tourists visit this national park.
Department of National Park, Wildlife and Plant Conservation (n.d.) revealed that the annual
average number of tourists, in 2013-2014, was 20,166.5 domestic residents (approximately
about 97.64 %) and 487 foreigners (2.36%). Additionally, around 26,678 tourists visited the
national park for recreation in 2015 (Mo Ko Phetra National Park, 2016). Four places are
considered as tourist attraction sites which are 1) Nun Bay (Ao Nun), 2) Lidi Islands (Ko Lidi),
3) Bulon Islands (Ko Bulon), and Loa Liang Islands (Ko Loa Liang).

2.2 Tourist Attraction Sites
2.2.1 Nun Bay (Ao Nun)
Noon Bay is a sole tourist attraction site of the park situated in the mainland. It
is the location of the headquarter of Mu Ko Phetra National Park. The site is about seven
kilometres away from the centre of La-Ngu District and around three kilometres from Pak Bara
Pier of Satun Province (Tourism Authority of Thailand, n.d.-a). Besides the relaxing
atmosphere of the bay and local fishery pier, the most important spot of the site is the ‘bridge
of time travel (Sapan Kham Kan Wela)’. It was built along the cliff for travelling around the
strata of ancient rock. It is geographical significant evidence of red sandstone in the Cambrian
Period and limestone in the Ordovician Period. Moreover, there is a 400-meter-trekking trail
that visitors can enjoy various species of plants. This site is also the most famous tourist
attraction of the national park. About 95.60 percent of the park’s visitors or 25,340 visitors
have been here per year in 2013-2015 (Mo Ko Phetra National Park, 2016).
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2.2.2 Lidi Islands (Ko Lidi)
Lidi Islands is a group of two islands, Lidi Yai (Big Lidi) and Lidi Lek (Small
Lidi). It is located about five kilometres away from Nun Bay and seven kilometres from Pak
Bara Pier of Satun Province. Tourists are not allowed to access to Lidi Yai Island because it is
operated by a private sector who owns a bird nest concession (Tourism Authority of Thailand,
n.d.-b). However, visitors can enjoy a white sandy beach and crystal-clear water of Lidi Lek
where is under the protection of the national park. There are mangrove forests and many aquatic
species, especially during the period of tidal flats. Moreover, visitors can do canoeing or
camping here. The only provided facilities are tents and water supplies; there are no restaurants.
Visitors need to bring their own food and drinks. In 2013-2015, there were around 291 tourists
visited Lidi Lek Island (Mo Ko Phetra National Park, 2016). It is the third most popular site of
the national park.
2.2.3 Bulon Islands (Ko Bulon)
Bulon Islands consist of nine islands where six small islands are around three
main islands namely Bulon Mai Pai, Bulon Don, and Bulon Le. This group of islands is
approximately 24 kilometres from Nun Bay and 22 kilometres from Pak Bara Pier of Satun
Province. Bulon Mai Pai is a headquarter of the National Park Protection Unit where there are
no facilities for visitors. Bulon Don is a residence of an ethnic group, so-called Urak Lawoi or
Sea Gypsy (Prince of Songkhla University and Mu Ko Phetra National Park, n.d.). Visitors can
come to the island for cultural tourism and stay overnight at locals’ homestays. Additionally,
Bolon Le is the biggest island and most popular place. Visitors spend most of their time on this
island since it provides various types of accommodation: tents, bungalows, homestays, and
resorts. Because of its adequate facilities and its peaceful atmosphere, many tourists from
around the world visited the islands and stayed for a long period of vacation. About 97 tourists
visited the site per year in 2013-2015 (Mo Ko Phetra National Park, 2016).
2.2.4 Loa Liang Islands (Ko Loa Liang)
Loa Liang is an isolated twin islands, North Loa Liang or Loa Liang Nong
(Little brother Loa Liang) and South Loa Liang or Loa Liang Pee (Big brother Loa Liang).
These two islands are situated 22 kilometres away from Hat Yao Pier of Trang Province.
Although the south island is an area of a bird nest concession, visitors are allowed to go into it
from November to Aril. In addition, the north island is under the protection and management
of the national park. The site is the second most famous tourist attraction of the national park.
Annual visits were around 799 in 2013-2015 (Mo Ko Phetra National Park, 2016) because Loa
Liang Islands are quiet and peaceful with the natural beauty of a white sandy beach, clear water
and wonderful coral reefs and aquatic species.
Undoubtedly, these four places have their own characteristics in terms of how
they are composed, their local natural resources, and the authorities’ regulations used in each
place. Most importantly, these four places have tourism value evidenced by the number of
annual visitors.
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3. Theoretical Background
This study employed travel cost method (TCM) to estimate recreational value of Mu
Ko Phetra National Park. Under the notions of TCM, both zonal travel cost method (ZTCM)
and individual travel cost method (ITCM) were applied to predict consumer surplus,
representing economic value of the national park or welfare of visitors for both domestic
residents and non-residents.

3.1 Travel Cost Method
As recreationists use recreational resources as goods, recreation sites, therefore, have
value in economic sense. Garrod and Willis (1999) pointed out that although there are no
markets for goods, those goods have economic value. This is because individuals consume or
gain benefits from goods, therefore; economic value can be counted. Additionally, the value
evaluation of outdoor recreation resources could not be directly obtained from the market.
Therefore, economists developed TCM as a methodology to calculate value of those resources.
Ward and Loomis’s study (1986) also described that TCM was usually employed to value
recreational sites: parks, beaches, lakes, heritage sites. The analysed value normally came from
a trip to one or multiple sites, qualities of sites, and visitation or travel costs based on
recreationists’ views. TCM, in other words, has been used to define demand function of
recreational sites.
In Ward and Loomis’ study (1986) additionally gave details that TCM was used in
resource management policy in three aspects. First, TCM was used to identify the existing
recreational value of a particular single recreational site. This application was often needed to
evaluate benefit loss of sites when a certain project is adopted. Second, policy makers or
planners could apply TCM to estimate the benefits of a single recreational site when its
environmental quality is improved or damaged. The last aspect of TCM application is to
evaluate the gained or lost benefits due to a wide range of pricing and policies on environmental
quality. Ward and Loomis (1986) further indicated that research studies on TCM have paid
much attention to definitions or measurements of two critical variables, quantity and price. In
other words, the price which individuals pay for a trip to a site is considered as the quantity or
the demand of a visit. However, only the individuals’ demand and the price they pay for a trip
do not cover possible costs. Visitors from different areas bear different travel costs. For
instance, ones living near spend less money to reach a site, whereas ones living further away
from the site would pay higher costs. Boardman, Greenberg, Vining, and Weimer. (2011) also
emphasised that although visitors might face the same cost of access to a site, the total cost of
each individual varies due to their different travel costs. They further explained that
recreationists pay a ‘full price’ which is not only the cost of travelling to the site by their private
vehicles or public transportation, but the cost also includes the accommodation cost for their
overnight stays, parking fees, entrance fees, and the opportunity cost of time.
This present study borrowed the notions of TCM to estimate a demand function and
further used the demand function to calculate consumer surplus. TCM are divided into two
types: zonal travel cost method (ZTCM) and individual travel cost method (ITCM).
3.1.1 Zonal Travel Cost Method (ZTCM)
Zonal travel cost method (ZTCM) is one of the possible approaches to
investigate visitors’ travel costs. It is normally used to observe visitors’ areas or zones of
8

origins rather than households or individuals. Its samplings pay attention to actual visitors to a
particular recreational site, not potential visits of visitors (Boardman et al., 2011). They defined
a zone as an area comprises a single administrative territory, a province or a country, or a
combination of several administrative territories. There are several methods to formulate a
zone. The simplest form of a zone which is widely used is a concentric zone where an observed
recreational site is a centre and other zones are drawn as its outer rings. However, Boardman
et al. (2011) and Ward and Beal (2000) argued that researchers practically form a zone by using
existing administrative divisions such as provinces or postal codes to gather accurate data.
Boardman et al. (2011) further highlighted that if there are differences in travel cost of each
respondent in a zone, a revision of zones is necessary. Therefore, a zone is based on the cost of
visitors’ round trip transportation (Navrud and Mungatana, 1994), area(s) of the population,
other geographical units (Garrod and Willis, 1999), or income brands (Pearse, 1968).
The trip generation function of ZTCM is specified as follows (Garrod and
Willis, 1999):
Vhi/Nhi = f(Phi, SOCh, SUBh)

(1)

where Vhi is the number of visits from zone h to site j and N is the population
of each zone. Thus, a dependent variable Vhi/Nhi denotes the visitation rate in terms of visits
per capita of zone h to site j. The independent variables are Phi denoting the travel cost from
zone h to site j, SOCh, a vector of socioeconomic characteristics of zone h, and SUBh indicating
a substitute recreational site characteristics’ vector in zone h.
3.1.2 Individual Travel Cost Method (ITCM)
Another type of TCM used to calculate a demand function is individual travel
cost method (ITCM). The observed unit or samples deal with individuals or households. This
approach was developed to lessen the limitation of ZTCM. The limitation includes highly
aggregated data use, losses in demand shifts, and reduction of price variable (Ward & Loomis,
1986). However, ICTM still focuses on the relation between visitors’ number of visits to a
particular site, visitors’ travel cost to a site, and other independent variables as ZTCM does.
Besides, researchers need to do an on-site survey at the observed site collecting data from an
actual number of visits and other information from visitors (Garrod & Willis, 1999). The ITCM
trip generating function is presented as follows (Garrod & Willis, 1999):
Vij = f(Pij, Tij, Qj, Sj, Yi)

(2)

Vij, a dependent variable, denotes the quantity of individual i made to site j in a
certain period of time. According to Garrod and Willis (1999), there are four independent
variables. Firstly, Tij is an opportunity cost of time or a time cost for visiting site j of individual i.
Secondly, Qj denotes a vector of a site’s quality perceived by individual i. Another independent
variable is Sj, a vector of substitute sites’ characteristics, which possibly refer to available
substitute sites with similar characteristics or any other recreational sites. The last independent
variable Yi denotes individual i’s household income.
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3.1.3 Opportunity Cost of Time
The opportunity cost of time is considered to be included in calculating visitors’
travel costs. This is because the time visitors would spend to reach a site affects their decisions
whether they want to visit the site. Knetsch (1963) and Cesario and Knetsch (1970) highlighted
the importance of the two variables, visitors’ transportation cost and travel time. Not all, but in
most cases, recreationists who spend less time to reach the observed sites tend to visit the sites
more often than those who take more time to get to the sites. Furthermore, Casey, Vukina, and
Danielson (1995) supported that time is high-priced and should be considered as a part of
visitors’ travel costs. In their own words; “[s]pending more time at a site enhances the benefits
of recreational activity, so time becomes an argument in the utility function. But time is also
costly and hence should be treated as component of the cost of the trip.” (p.654).
Amongst others, McConnell and Strand (1981) argued that individuals’ wage
rates or hourly incomes should include the value of time the individuals spend at work. Cesario
and Knetsch (1970) also summarised that people’s opportunity cost of time should be equal to
the one-fourth to the one-half proportion of an adult’s wage rate. However, the idea of including
people’s opportunity cost of time in their wage rates is only applicable for self-employed
tourists or freelancers, not fixed-working-hour recreationists. For individuals who have fixedhour work and provision of holidays, they might value the opportunity cost of time as zero.
This is because they still get paid the same amount of money even they do not work on
weekends or they are on their vacations (Ward & Beal, 2000). Therefore, researchers may not
validate their data by using individuals’ wage rates as a measurement of individuals’ value of
recreation time (Feather, 1998).
Alternatively, Casey et al. (1995) employed a contingent valuation asking
respondents whether they are willing to work overtime instead of having recreation activities.
They found that basing on the contingent valuation is more practical than using individuals’
wage rates for evaluating recreationists’ opportunity cost of time.
To sum up, even though researchers still argue over the appropriate method for
valuing the opportunity cost of time, what important is the accurate estimation of the value of
time. The accuracy would significantly affect demand function and consumer surplus.
3.1.4 Multi-destination and Multi-purpose Trip
Besides opportunity cost of time, dealing with multi-destination and multipurpose trip makers is a major concern of TCM. A fundamental assumption of TCM is that
travelers make a trip for only a single site visit (Haspel & Johnson, 1982; Lue, Crompton and
Fesenmaier, 1993; Loomis, Yorizane, & Larson, 2000) and the trip serves one recreational
purpose only (Smith & Kopp, 1980; Loomis et al., 2000). Thus, TCM is suitable for evaluating
a recreation site that is practical for a one-day trip (Martinez-Espineira & Amoako-Tuffour,
2009). However, in reality, recreationists might intentionally or incidentally visit other sites
located along the way to the observed site, especially long-holiday trippers, e.g. backpackers.
They usually travel from place to place, in other words, some of travellers make multidestination trips. In addition, some trips may not only serve recreation. For example, people
may plan to make a trip to a particular site and visit friends or family who live nearby the site
in the same time. Another example is that businessmen may spend some time after work for
recreation. In this case, the trip can be multi-purpose or serves more than one objective. Ben,
Akiva and Lerman (1985 as cited in Lue et al., 1993) stated that making a multi-destination
trip is considered as a rational travelling behaviour for tourists because it saves time and costs
(Lue et al., 1993).
10

Many researchers have tried to find appropriate solutions to define the travel
cost of multi-destination and multi-purpose trips in TCM, but there is still no consensus on the
best approach. According to Martinez-Espineira and Amoako-Tuffour (2009), there are three
main approaches to deal with multi-destination trips: 1) excluding multi-destination-trip
visitors from the samples, 2) calculating the travel cost of a multi-destination trip as different
single-destination trips, and 3) analysing demand functions of a multi-destination trip and a
single-destination trip separately.
The first approach is to ignore multi-destination and multi-purpose trips. One
simple solution is to leave multi-destination-trip and multi-purpose-trip visitors out of the
samples (Smith & Kopp, 1980; Kuosmanen, Nillesen & Wesseler, 2004). This solution will
not lead to systematic error if the sample size is large, but demographic and socioeconomic
variations of long-distance visitors might be affected, and the consumer surplus can be
underestimated (Martinez-Espineira & Amoako-Tuffour, 2009). Another simple solution is
including multi-destination-trip and multi-purpose-trip visitors in the analysis but treating them
as if they were single-purpose-trip visitors to the site under consideration (Kuosmanen et al.,
2004; Martinez-Espineira & Amoako-Tuffour, 2009). In contrast to the previous simple
solution, the possible effect of this approach is to overestimate consumer surplus (MartinezEspineira & Amoako-Tuffour, 2009).
The second approach deals with the possible bias by adjusting the travel cost
generated by a multi-destination trip to be identical to the travel cost of a single destination
trip. (Kuosmanen et al., 2004; Martinez-Espineira & Amoako-Tuffour, 2009). To assign the
proportion for the total travel cost of a studied multi-destination trip, a proxy of relative
importance of each site is required. There are many ways to identify such proxies, for example,
basing on the visitors’ nights spent (Knapman & Stanley, 1991, and Stoeckl, 1993 as cited in
Martinez-Espineira & Amoako-Tuffour, 2009; Yeh, Haab and Sohngen, 2006) or respondents’
stated preference of each site in the trip to allocate the cost (Martinez-Espineira & AmoakoTuffour, 2009). The latter approach has been criticised because of the difficulty for respondents
to quantify their preference from ordinal data through cardinal value as examined by
Hajkowicz, McDonald, and Smith (2000).
The last category is “modelling [the multi-destination trip] and [the singledestination trip] as different commodities” (Kuosmanen et al., 2004, p. 630). In other words,
researchers need to calculate a demand function of a multi-destination trip and a singledestination trip separately. Under this approach, all possible major alternative sites are
combined as a package, and the price of the combination of sites is included in the demand
function of the multi-destination trip (Mendelsohn, Peterson & Johnson, 1992). However,
Kuosmanen et al. (2004) pointed out that this approach needs a large number of multidestination visitors for analysis. Moreover, this approach is applicable when there are not many
substitute sites.

4. Research Methodology
4.1 Data Collection Tools
To investigate the effect(s) of the Pak Bara Port Project on the economic recreational
value of Mu Ko Phetra National Park, the researcher employed two data collection tools:
(1) written documents and (2) a questionnaire.
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4.1.1 Written Documents
The researcher of this present study collected written documents from databases
of organisations and websites as follows:
1) The number of tourists to Mu Ko Phetra National Park were obtained from
Mu Ko Phetra National Park and Department of National Park, Wildlife and Plant
Conservation.
2) Geographical database of Department of Highways, Google Maps, websites
of Tourism Authority of Thailand and travel agencies were used to measure the distance from
the participants’ residence to the Park. In addition, the information provided in
www.distancecalculator.net was used to calculate the distance between cities in foreign
countries and Bangkok, the capital city of Thailand.
3) The total population of Thailand was gathered from National Statistical
Office and the populations of foreign countries were collected from Population Division,
Department of Economic and Social Affairs, the United Nation.
4) Costs and duration of domestic and international flights were based on three
main low-cost airlines’ websites including AirAsia, Nok Air, and Thai Lion Air and
www.skyscaner.nl. Additionally, costs and travel time of the participants who travelled by
train(s) were collected from the website of the State Railway of Thailand.

4.1.2 Questionnaire
The researcher designed a questionnaire both in Thai and English adapted from
the questionnaires used in studies of Loomis, Yorizane and Larson (2000), Nde (2011) and
Tang (2009). The adapted questionnaire contained 20 questions addressing the participants’
purposes of travelling, how they travelled to the Park, their travelling expenses, their opinions
on sea port construction, and their personal information. Some examples of the questions used
in the questionnaire were ‘What is your main purpose for visiting Thailand this time and how
will you dedicate your time for leisure/recreation?’ and ‘How long does it take you for oneway trip from your residence in Thailand to Mu Ko Phetra National Park?’. Moreover, before
administering the questionnaire, the researcher provided the participants with background
information of the national park, Pak Bara port project, and the illustration of possible scenery
changes after the port construction appeared in EIA report (see Appendix for the illustration A
and Appendix B and C for the questionnaire).
The random sampling on-site survey of recreational visitors of Mu Ko Phetra
National Park was conducted during the periods of March and April 2016 to obtain
socioeconomic factors, trip cost and recreational behaviour change in case of the construction
of the port from respondents. Duration of data collection was about one week for each site,
except at the first site where it lasts for four weeks. A semi-interview was chosen to conduct
the survey in order to avoid misunderstanding of respondents from some questions and gain
precise data. Furthermore, respondents were divided into two group, domestic residents and
foreigner, with respect to two categories of the questionnaire.

4.2 Data Analysis
Since socioeconomic characteristics of each observed site and domestic and nondomestic participants’ travel cost(s) to the national park were different, this study employed
a specific TCM trip generating function for each group of participants: (1) domestic residents
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travelling to the mainland site (DRM), (2) domestic residents travelling to the island sites
(DRI), and (3) non-residents travelling to the island sites (NRI). The data obtained from the
participants visiting Nun Bay, the headquarter of Mu Ko Phetra National Park, were used to
estimate demand function and consumer surplus for DMR. Data collected from the participants
in island sites were used for both DRI and NRI
The gathered data from written documents and the questionnaire were tabulated and
analysed with equations adapted from travel cost method (TCM) theories.
4.2.1 Travel Cost Calculation
Travel cost (TCi) is one of the variables in the mentioned equations of both
ITCM and ZTCM. To calculate the participants’ travel costs, transportation costs,
accommodation costs, entrance fees, other on-site expenses, and their opportunity costs of the
time were combined as follows:
TCi = Trani + Acci + Feei + Onsi + Timei

(3)

where TCi denotes the total travel cost(s) devoted to an observed site of
participant i
Trani represents a round-trip expense that participant i spent for transportation
during the trip Acci is participant i's accommodation cost(s) during the trip
Feei is entrance fee(s) or cost(s) to access to attractions during the trip
Onsi represents on-site expense(s) of participant i during the trip
Timei is participant i’s opportunity cost(s) of time
The calculation of each variable in the above equation is elaborated as follows:
1) Transportation Cost (Trani)

Transportation cost was calculated from the summation of all payments
for every mode of transportation that the participants spent for making a round trip from their
places of origin to the observed site. Travelling to Mo Ko Phetra National Park, the participants
could use various types of vehicles. Locals who lived nearby the site may use a single mode of
transportation, whereas the participants from the other parts of the country or foreigners may
need multiple modes of transportation. Thus, the participants were asked to indicate modes of
transportation used for travelling to an observed site and the costs of each one.
It is important to note that the travelling costs of the participants who
travelled by the same modes of transportation from the same residential zones should not be
significantly different. For this reason, the costs of transportation were standardised as follows:
Private Vehicle
For private vehicle such as cars or motorcycles, the
transportation costs were represented by fuel costs. To estimate a fuel cost, the total distance
of using a car or a motorcycle was multiplied by vehicle fuel economy, the furthest distance
that a vehicle can be driven with a certain amount of fuel consumption, which was also
multiplied by an average oil price at the time of data collection. Indeed, the total distance of
using a private vehicle was gathered from the database of Department of Highways and was
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also calculated by Google Map. In addition, the average oil price of Benzine 95, Gasohol 95,
and Diesel in February and March 2016 was 24.62 THB per liter (Bank of Thailand, n.d.).

Airplane
There is no direct flight to the observed sites. Normally, the
participants would fly to these two airports, Trang Airport and Hat Yai International Airport,
and transfer to other modes of transportation such as boats and buses to the observed sites. To
calculate the transportation costs of airplanes, the lowest and highest prices of economy flights
to the two airports were averaged. In addition, the websites of AirAsia, Nok Air, and Thai Lion
Air were checked to find those prices. However, some flights of some routes were operated by
only two airlines. The transportation costs, therefore, were calculated based on the available
prices. All the prices were also adhered to the tickets which were booked one month before the
participants’ departure dates.
For the participants who flew to Thailand, the prices of
international flight tickets were estimated by the five cheapest economy flights from
www.skyscaner.nl. The prices were limited to one-way flights of 24 hours with one stop.
However, the flights from Canada and the United Kingdom to Thailand would take longer than
24 hours. As a consequence, the travel time of the participants who came from those two
countries was limited to 35 hours with two stops. All the prices were of early bird tickets which
were booked one month in advance.
Train
The participants could take a train from Bangkok to either Hat
Yai, Songkhla or Mueang, Trang before taking another mode of transportation to the observed
sites. To calculate the train costs, all prices of available air-conditioned second class sleeper
trains, referring to the website of the State Railway of Thailand, were averaged.
Bus
The participants could travel by bus from Hat Yai, Songkhla to
La-Ngu, Satun, where three out of four observed sites are. By this mode of transportation, the
participants could directly go to Nun Bay or rent a boat from local fishermen to visit Lidi
Islands. If the participants also wanted to travel to Bulon Islands, they needed to get off at Pak
Bara Pier and travelled by a speed boat of tourist agencies or a long-tailed boat of local
fishermen. The bus tickets from Hat Yai to La-Ngu costed approximately 130 to150 THB (3.30
to 3.81 EUR) depending on bus companies.

Boat
As mentioned above, the participants who would like to visit
Lidi Island needed to rent a boat from local fishermen at Nun Bay. A rental boat would cost
1,200 THB (30.50 EUR) for a one-day trip and 1,500 THB (38.13 EUR) for an overnight-stay
trip with maximum ten passengers. Additionally, a one-way ticket to Bulon Islands was 300
and 450 THB (7.63 and11.44 EUR) per person for a speed boat and a long-tailed boat
respectively.
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Taxi
There are different types of taxi in Thailand, for example,
tricycle taxis, tri-motorcycle taxis, motorcycle taxis, and passenger car taxis. Therefore, the
prices of each taxi varied. It is possible to find all types of taxis in metropolitan areas such as
Bangkok, Mueang, Trang or Hat Yai, Songkhla. However, car taxis are not available in rural
areas or a town of Lan-Ngu, Satun. The taxi costs depended on each participant’s response.
Furthermore, the costs of taxis in Bangkok and its surrounded areas were estimated by a
metered taxi price calculator, http://app.memo8.com. All prices were based on travel time plus
an extra 30 minutes of traffic jams and distance.
2) Accommodation Cost (Acci)

There was a wide range of accommodation options in the observed sites.
If the participants stayed overnight at the sites, they were asked to give their accommodation
prices per night.
3) Entrance Fee (Feei)

The participants needed to pay the access fees to enter the national park,
for themselves and their vehicles. The fees depend on ages, nationalities, and types of vehicles.
The tickets for Thai children and adults were 10 and 20 THB (0.25 and 0.51 EUR) respectively,
while foreigner ones were 100 and 200 THB (2.54 and 5.08 EUR) respectively. In addition,
the fees for motorcycles, four-wheel automobiles, six-wheel automobiles and over-six-wheel
automobiles were 20, 30, 100 and 200 THB (0.51, 0.76, 2.54 and 5.08 EUR) respectively.
Passenger boats also needed to pay the entrance fees from 20 to 2,500 THB (0.51 to 63.54
EUR) depending on their passenger loading capacities. However, there was no entrance fee for
local residents living around Nun Bay (Boonbochit. personal communication, March 1, 2016.)
and the tourists who entered the site after office closing hours, 05:00 p.m.
4) On-site Expense (Onsi)

On-site expenses included the costs of goods and services for the
participants’ daily lives such as food, drinks, and any extra purchases-souvenirs, kayak rental,
tickets for diving trips-during their recreational trips on the observed sites. For the long stay
participants, they were asked to estimate their daily expenses for food and drinks while other
expenses on the sites were approximated.
5) Opportunity Cost of Time (Timei)

The widely used value of opportunity costs of time is about 0.3
(Martinez-Espineira & Amoako-Tuffour, 2009) to one-third of the visitors’ wage rates
(Cesario, 1976; Chen et al., 2014). Therefore, the value of time used in this present study for
the employed participants was set at one-third of their wage rates. In addition, the time value
for the unemployed participants including children, students, and pensioners was calculated as
a quarter of an average of employed people’s wage rates in their home nation (Cesario, 1976).
To compute an average of each national wage rate, the data of the Thai and foreign participants’
working hours and incomes were obtained from the national statistic authority of Thailand
(National Statistical Office, 2015) and reports of various international organizations (Russian
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Federaltion Federal State Statistic Service, 2015; OECD.Stat., n.d.-a; n.s-b; ILOSTAT, n.d.).
Regarding to the European Union’s Working Time Directive (2003/88/EC) and the Labour
Protection Act B.E 2541 (1998) of Thailand, people’s working hours were limited to 8 hours
per day and 48 hours per week. Hence, each participant’s opportunity cost of time varied
depending on their wage rates and the nation employment law.
In addition, it is necessary to quantify each participant’s duration of total
time spent for a round trip as described in the following equation.
Timei = TTi + OTi

(4)

where Timei denotes the total number of hours that participant I spent
for the trip
TTi represents the participant i’s round-trip travel time
OTi is the duration participant i spent in an observed site called the onsite time indicated in the unit of hour(s)
It is also important to note here that if the participants travelled to the
observed sites by private vehicles, buses, and taxis, the travel time for these modes of
transportation were calculated by using the vehicles’ driving distance and an average velocity
of vehicles on the road in Thailand. The velocity of vehicles depends on traffic conditions of
particular areas. Thus, the velocities of metropolitan areas and of the countryside were
different. In Bangkok, the velocity, which was an average of inbound and outbound velocities
of passenger cars during rush hours, was 23.30 kilometres per hour (Office of Transport and
Traffic Policy and Planning, 2014). Whereas, the averaged velocities of vehicles of inner city
and suburb of Surat Thani during rush hours and off-peak hours was 60.00 kilometres per hour
(Office of Transport and Traffic Policy and Planning, 2010).
Besides, the travelling time of a one-way trip from the mainland to the
observed islands was estimated as follows:
Table 1 Estimation of One-way-trip Travelling Time from the Mainland to the Observed
Islands
Destinations

Travel Time (minutes)

Nun Bay - Lidi Islands

30
40 (long-tailed boats)
60 (speed boats)

Pak Bara Pier - Bulon Islands
Ta-se Pier - Lao Liang Islands
Had Samran Pier - Lao Liang Islands

45

Nevertheless, the above methods for travel time calculation were mainly
applicable for domestic participants whose one-way trips were shorter than a day. For those
non-domestic participants who flew more than a day to Thailand, their travel time was equal
the duration of their whole trips. This was because they devoted their entire time for
recreational trips.
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4.2.2 Multi-destination and Multi-purpose Trip
The locals living close to Mu Ko Phetra National Park usually made a one-day
trip to the sites and the major purpose of the trip was recreation. However, some tourists, such
as domestic residents from the other parts of the country and foreigners, planned to or visited
more than one attraction during the whole period of their long vacation itineraries. In other
words, the national park was not the only major destination for some visitors. Moreover, some
visitors, e.g. businessmen or researchers, spent their free time after working during their
business trips for recreation in the national park. Thus, they did not devote a hundred percent
of their time for recreation. For this reason, their travel costs were estimated as a fraction of
the total travel costs of their whole trips.
Besides, there were two major groups of visitors to the national park. The first
one was one-day trip visitors who travelled from home to the sites and went back home within
a day. The other group was overnight-trip visitors whose trip lasted more than a day. For this
group of people, although they all stayed overnight, there was a difference in their travel
behaviours. Generally, overnight-trip visitors will stay overnight in the sites or the surrounding
areas for taking recreational benefits from the sites. In this sense, the sites can be implied as
important or major recreation sites for them. In contrast, some visitors might incidentally visit
the sites without planning. This subgroup of overnight-trip visitors did not pay any cost of
accommodation devoting to the sites and they might stay in any accommodation outside the
areas of the sites.
To deal with those multi-destination visitors regarding different travelling
behaviours mentioned above, the following protocols were developed in order to calculate the
participants’ travel costs.
As mentioned earlier, the participants were asked to state their purposes of their
trips in the questionnaire. If the participants indicated that the trips were made for a recreation
purpose, the dedication of their travel costs for the site(s) would be counted as a whole. On the
other hand, if the participants informed that the purposes of their trips were not only for
recreation, e.g. business trips, they would be asked to indicate a percentage of their dedicated
time for recreation. Besides, this dedicated time of non-domestic participants was only
accounted for their itineraries in Thailand.
1) Single-destination Trip

Single-purpose-trip recreationists made a trip to only one site. This
meant that they sacrified their money and time in order to gain recreational benefits from the
visited site not for any other sites. Whether they were one-day-trip or overnight-trip visitors,
their travel costs dedicated to the site should be counted as the travel costs spent for their whole
trips for the recreational purpose as follows:
TCi=TCWi

(5)

where TCi is the participant i’s travel cost devoted for the site
TCWi represents the participant i’s total travel costs of the whole trip
2) One-day multi-destination Trip

Because of insufficient information provided in the questionnaire, the
researcher could not quantify the number of attractions the participants planned to visit or had
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visited. As an estimation from Google Map shows that the observed site, Nun Bay, is about
39.1 to 73.4 kilometres away from its surrounding tourist attractions with 43 to 72 minutes of
travel time. Also, based on the fact that one-day trip makers spend at least an hour in a particular
recreation site. Hence, we estimated that one-day-trip participants who would like to visit the
multiple recreation sites during their trips, a maximum of one-day trips, had the potential to
visit only two sites, the national park and one other recreation site.
𝑇𝐶𝑖 = 𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖 ∗ 0.5 𝑇𝐶𝑊𝑖

(6)

As mentioned earlier in the theoretical background section, TCM
assumes that recreationists make a trip to a single site. Thus, it is suitable and practical for the
evaluation of a particular site’s recreational values generated by one-day-trip tourists. In reality,
recreationists do make overnight trips and visit several recreational sites during the entire
journeys. For this reason, these following applications were developed to estimate the
dedicated values of an observed site from overnight-trip participants to multiple sites.
3) Multi-destination Trip with On-site Overnight Stay

This approach applied the works of Knapman and Stanley (1991),
Stoeckl (1993 as cited in Martinez-Espineira & Amoako-Tuffour, 2009), and Yeh et al. (2006)
using ‘night spent’ as a proxy to determine the relative importance of each recreation site that
the participants had visited or planned to visit during their itineraries. Then, the proxy could
indicate a proportion of the total travel costs of a trip and dedicated values for each observed
site. The estimation of multi-destination-trip with on-site overnight stay participants’ travel
costs is presented in the following equation.
𝑁𝑁

𝑇𝐶𝑖 = 𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖 ∗ 𝐷𝑢𝑟𝑖 𝑇𝐶𝑊𝑖
𝑖

(7)

where NNi is the number of nights that participant i spent at the national
park
Duri represents the total days of participant i’s trip
Multi-destination Trip with Overnight Stay in Other Areas
For the participants who made a short visit and stayed overnight in other
areas, the ‘night spent’ could not be used as a proxy to estimate devoted travel costs to the sites.
As a consequence, the relative importance of the sites was calculated by using ‘hour spent’ as
a proxy. According to The Economist Online (2011), people from six different countries, on
average, spend around 11 hours a day for sleeping, eating, and personal care. Therefore, it can
be assumed that people have 13 hours available for other activities such as leisure, unpaid and
paid work, and study. Consequently, the number of hours each participant spent on the sites as
a portion of daily available time was used to estimate this group of participants’ dedicated
travel costs for the observed sites as presented in the following equation.
𝑇𝐶𝑖 = 𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖 ∗

𝑂𝑁𝑇𝑖
𝐴𝑉𝑇𝑖

𝑇𝐶𝑊𝑖

(8)

where ONTi is the number of hours that participant i spent at the
national park
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AVTi represents participant i’s available time of the whole trip in the
unit of hour(s) (13 hours per day)
The protocol for calculation of dedicated travel cost of multi-destination-trip
respondent and multi-purpose-trip to the national park is provided in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Protocol for Estimation of Travel Cost Dedicated to Mu Ko Phetra National Park
by Multi-destination-trip Visitors and Multi-purpose-trip Visitors
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4.2.3 Demand Function
ITCM is more suitable for a particular site that allows locals who live close to
the site visit the site frequently (Georgiou et al., 1997 as cited in Pham and Tran, 2001).
Therefore, ITCM was employed to observe participants who visited the mainland site (DRM).
Furthermore, ZTCM was applied to observe the participants in each island site (DRI and NRI)
as Pham and Tran (2001, p. 49) remarked that “[t]he ZTCM is characterized by the limited
number of visits made by a tourist in a specific time period (e.g., in a year), coming from a
variety of points of departure.”
This study employs trip generating functions for ZTCM as equation (1). While
ITCM trip generating function are adjusted from equation (2). Additionally, a dummy variable,
MDi, is added to ITCM demand function for a trip to test the significance of multi-destination
trip as it waswere employed in a work of Loomis, Yorizane and Larson (2000). Therefore, the
ITCM trip generating functions for DRM used in this study are shown as follows:
Vi = f(TCi, SOCi, MDi)
where MDi = 0 if the trip is multi-destination or incidental and MDi = 1 the
observed site is sole or main destination of the trip
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(9)

5. Result
Altogether, 187 visitors agreed to complete the questionnaire, 161 questionnaires are
valid. Of these 161 visitors, 117 were domestic residents and 44 were non-residents. Eightytwo of domestic residents went to the mainland site and 35 visited the island sites. Meanwhile,
two non-residents went to the mainland site and 42 of them travelled to the island sites.

5.1 Socioeconomic Characteristics of Respondents
The details of participants’ socioeconomic characteristics are described in the
following paragraphs. The characteristics include their average visitation rates, the average
distance from their zones of origins, their incomes, and their educational backgrounds.
5.1.1 Socioeconomic Characteristics of Domestic Residents Travelling to the
Mainland Site
There were 82 visitors who participated in the study as domestic residents
(female=57 and male=25). The participants in this group travelled to the mainland site 15.89
times per year on average. Of these, 61 (74%) visited the site more than once a year. Since the
average one-way distance from their places to the site was 125.17 kilometres, 73 of them (89%)
made trips to the site only one day without an overnight stay. Moreover, the participants who
visited the site had an average monthly income of 26,097 THB (663.30 EUR) which was above
the Thai national average income level, 13,244.34 THB (336.63 EUR) in 2014 (National
Statistical Office, 2015). In addition, eight of the domestic resident participants received
primary education. Half of them obtained the secondary education level, from secondary
schools to academic diplomas or certificates that are not higher than bachelor’s degrees. Thirtythree had higher education. Furthermore, the domestic resident participants’ average age was
33.6 years which could indicate that participants in this group were labour force. The details of
domestic residents who visited the mainland site are shown Table 2.
Table 2 Socioeconomic Characteristics of Domestic Residents Travelling to the Mainland
Site (n=82)
Characteristics
Number of visits
Distance (km)
Duration of stay (nights)
Income per month (THB)
Age (years)
Gender (male = 1; female =0)

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Median

Minimum

Maximum

15.89

33.60

4

1

260

125.17

286.10

40.98

7.60

1,702.39

0.11

0.31

0

0

1

26,097.95

57,298.41

12,500.50

0

450,006.00

33.70

11.42

34

16

56

0.30

0.46

0

0

1
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5.1.2 Socioeconomic Characteristics of Domestic Residents Travelling to the
Island Sites
The participants in this group were 16 males and 19 females. The number of
their visits (1.23 times per year) was much lower than the participants in the first group, the
domestic residents visiting the mainland site. This was because half of them came from the
central and northern parts of Thailand, which are far from the observed sites more than 900
kilometres. Additionally, the average income of the participants was 45,429.03 THB (1,154.66
EUR) per month, which is higher than the average income of the participants in the first group.
This can be implied that the participants who visited the islands could afford higher travel costs
compared to the participants visiting the mainland site. Their educational backgrounds, in
addition, were secondary and higher education. Slightly higher than the first group, the average
age of the participants in this group was 40.71 years.
The average time the participants spent on the islands was 1.71 nights per trip.
There are two implications to explain this regardless of the inconvenience of travelling to the
islands: (1) if the participants decided to make a one-day trip, they may not have sufficient time
for recreation activities provided at the islands. Hence, they stayed overnight at the sites,
(2) the participants wanted to spend their vacation relaxing on the islands more than one day.
The summary of the participants’ socioeconomic characteristics is shown in Table 3.
Table 3 Socioeconomic Characteristics of Domestic Residents Travelling to the Island Sites
(n=35)
Characteristics
Number of visits
Distance (km)
Duration of stay (nights)
Income per month (THB)
Age (years)
Gender (male = 1; female = 0)

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Median

Minimum

Maximum

1.23

0.73

1

1

4

590.90

542.70

249.85

10.60

1,628.57

1.71

1.84

1

0

9

45,429.03

39,781.09

32,500.50

5,000.00

150,000.50

40.71

10.12

40

27

64

0.46

0.51

0

0

1

5.1.3 Socio-economic Characteristics of Non-domestic Residents Travelling to
the Island Sites
There were 42 participants in this group, 18 males and 24 females. The gathered
data showed that the average visitation rate of non-residents from Europe and North America
was once a year. This is lower than the average visitation rate of the domestic resident
participants visiting the island sites. However, the data also demonstrated that the non-domestic
participants stayed at the sites longer than the domestic resident participants. They averagely
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spent 22.07 nights per person. Two implications can be explained: (1) foreigners who had
higher wage rate had higher purchasing power than the locals. Moreover, the cost of living in
Thailand was cheaper than their home countries and (2) foreigners’ working lives were
different from Thais’ ones. Foreigners could normally take a one or two-month vacation while
Thai workers do not have a consecutive vacation.
Additionally, the average income of non-residents was over two times of the
domestic residents’. Nevertheless, it is lower than OEDC average monthly wage - 142,140.12
THB (3,612.75 EUR) (OECD.Stat, n.d.-b). In terms of their educational backgrounds, 29 nondomestic participants had higher education considered as the majority of the group. Meanwhile,
12 of them had secondary education and two received primary education. Furthermore, the
average age of non-residents was 45.86 years which is higher than other groups. This was
because the proportion of over-60-year-old foreigners was greater than the domestic residents.
The participants’ socioeconomic characteristics are shown in Table 4.
Table 4 Socioeconomic Characteristics of Non-residents Travelling to the Island Sites
(n=42)
Characteristics
Number of visits
Duration of stay (nights)
Income per month (THB)
Age (years)
Gender (male = 1; female = 0)

Standard
Deviation

Mean

Median

Minimum

Maximum

1

0

1

1

1

22.07

22.08

16

1

90

109,152.43

47,137.25

98,379.67

23,626.07

157,395.67

45.86

13.47

43

28

74

0.43

0.50

0

0

1

5.2 Recreational Value of Mu Ko Phetra National Park
This study employed both ZTCM and ITCM to predict consumer surplus,
representing the economic value of the national park or welfare of three groups of visitors.
ZTCM was applied to estimate the recreational value from DRI and NDI, while ITCM was
employed for DRM.
5.2.1 Recreational Value from Domestic Residents Travelling to the Island
Sites
1) Structure of Zone

In this present study, the centre of Satun Province, where the office of
Mu Ko Phetra is located, was used as a centre to construct the zone origin of DRI. There are
five zones based on their driving distances surrounding the centre. The first zone is the closest
province to the centre, Satun. The last and furthest zone is Chiang Rai. The structure of zoning
is shown in Table 5.
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Table 5 Zones of Domestic Residents Travelling to the Island Sites
Zone

Distance (km)

1

0

2

125-144

3

279

4

950-1081

5

1819

Name of Province

Population

Satun

315,923

Songkhla, Phatthalung and Trang

2,574,093

Krabi

462,101

Nakhon Pathom, Nonthaburi, Bangkok and Chon Buri

9,178,650

Chiang Rai

1,277,950

2) Travel cost

The zones’ travel costs for making their trips to the observed site vary.
Table 6 shows that with the further distances, the travel cost goes higher. The innermost zone
(Zone 1) has the lowest travel cost, about 392.64 THB (9.98 EUR) and the outermost zone
(Zone 5) has the highest travel cost, 16,771.93 THB (426.29 EUR). However, there are other
factors that can affect the expenses. Zone 2’s travel cost (1,772.70 THB or 45.06 EUR) is
slightly higher than Zone 3 (1,585.36 or 40.29 EUR) even though Zone 2 is closer to the
observed site than Zone 3)
Table 6 Visitation Rate per 1,000 Inhabitants Average Travel Costs Domestic Residents
Travelling to the Island Sites’ Zones.

Zone

Population
(million)

Number of
observed visits
Without
With-project
project

Share in number of
observed visits
Without
With-project
project

Total number of
estimated visits
Without
With-project
project

Visitation rate per
1,000 inhabitants
Without
With-project
project

Average
travel
cost
(THB)

1

0.32

10

9

0.23

0.24

203.49

212.84

0.64

0.67

392.64

2

2.57

12

19

0.28

0.51

244.19

449.32

0.09

0.17

1,772.70

3

0.46

2

3

0.05

0.08

40.70

70.95

0.09

0.15

1,585.36

4

9.18

15

4

0.35

0.11

305.23

94.59

0.03

0.01

14,267.68

5

1.28

4

2

0.09

0.05

81.40

47.30

0.06

0.04

16,771.93

Total

13.81

43

37

1.00

1.00

875.00

875.00

3) Visitation rate

Under the notion of ZTCM, the details of visitation rate per 1,000
inhabitants of each DRI’s zone for both without-project and with-project scenarios are
presented in Table 6. With the fundamental assumption of TCM, the participants living closer
to the observed sites should visit the sites more often than those who lived further away from
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the sites. In other words, the nearest zone to the sites should have the highest visitation rate
whereas the furthest zone has the lowest rate of visits for both scenarios.
In the without-project scenario, the visitation rate of the closer zone to
the observed site tend to be higher than the further zones’. The innermost zone (Zone 1) has
the highest visitation rate whereas Zone 4 has the lowest visitation rate, 0.64 and 0.06 visits per
1,000 inhabitants, respectively. For the with-project scenario, the visitation rate follows the
same pattern, the visitation rate of Zone 1 is the highest while Zone 4’s is the lowest, 0.67 and
0.01 visits per 1,000 inhabitants, respectively.
Comparing the result between without-project and with-project
scenarios, the visitation rates of the top three of innermost zones, Zone 1, Zone 2 and Zone 3,
in without-project scenario increase. Whereas the further zones, Zone 4 and Zone 5, have lower
visitation rate. The change in visitation rate of each zone is a result of readjustment of the share
of each region in the total observed visits. This leads to the change in estimated total number
of visits and visitation rate of each zone. For instance, the share of the Zone 1 in the total
number of visitors rises from 0.23 to 0.24, although its observed number of visits drops from
10 to 9. As a consequence, the estimated total number of visits and visitation rate of Zone 1
grow from 203.49 to 212.84 and from 0.64 to 0.67, respectively.
4) Demand Function

Figure 4 illustrates the relationship between visitation rate or the
number of visits per 1,000 inhabitants of each zone and its travel cost in both scenarios. It is
clearly seen that the relationship is not linear. Furthermore, the trend lines plotted by Microsoft
Excel 2013 indicate that the both scenarios’ recreational demands of DRI are exponential
functions with negative exponents.
Therefore, we assume the following demand function:
𝑉𝑖 = 𝑒 𝛼0 𝑇𝐶𝑖 𝛼𝑇𝐶

(10)

where the visitation rate (Vi) is a dependent variable and travel cost (TCi) is
an independent variable, and 𝛼0 and 𝛼 𝑇𝐶 are coefficients.
Taking logs of both sides of Equation (10) gives the following linear function:
𝑙𝑛𝑉𝑖 = 𝛼0 + 𝛼 𝑇𝐶 𝑙𝑛𝑇𝐶𝑖

(11)

Table 7 provides the result of this regression using the ordinary least
square (OLS) calculated by Microsoft Excel 2013. Regarding the fundamental assumption of
TCM, the visitors from the closer zone to the observed sites should have higher visitation rate
than the visitors from the further zones because the inner zones’ visitors bear lower travel costs
than outer zone visitors. Consequently, we expect the negative correlation between travel cost
(TCi) and visitation rate (Vi). For both without- and with-project scenario, the coefficients of
TCi are negative. The TCi coefficients of without-project scenario equal to -0.605 with 0.05
confidence level, while with-project scenario’s is lower, accounting for -0.949 with 0.05
confidence level. This means that there is a change in demand due to the construction of the
port which devalues the consumer surplus of DRI.
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Figure 4 Graphical Relationship between Number of Visits (Visitation Rate) and Travel Cost
of Domestic Residents Travelling to the Island Sites
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12,000
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R² = 0.8972

0
0
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0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
Number of visits per 1,000 inhabitants

0.7

0.8

Table 7 Demand of Domestic Respondents Travelling to Island Sites (n=35)

Variable

Coefficient

Standard Error

2.575***
-0.605***

1.590***
0.195***

5.239***
-0.949***

1.512***
0.186***

Without-project scenario
Dependent variable: ln(Vi)
Constant
Travel cost (ln TCi)
R2 = 0.762
Adjusted R2 = 0.682
F statistic = 9.596
With-project scenario
Dependent variable: ln(Vi)
Constant
Travel cost (ln TCi)
R2 = 0.897
Adjusted R2 = 0.862
F statistic = 26.177

Note: Regression coefficients and intercepts significantly different from zero at the 0.01, 0.05 and 0.20
confidence level are denoted ***, ** and *, respectively.
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5) Calculation of Consumer Surplus
Since the DRI demand functions is exponential form, there is no price at which
the number of visit is zero, choke price, because there will always be some demand unless the travel
cost is infinitely large. To deal with this problem, the choke price is set at the highest travel cost among
all zones which equals to 16,771.93 THB (426.29 EUR).

The mathematic calculations of each zone’s consumer surplus (CSi) of
without- and with-project scenario are demonstrated as equation (12) and (13), respectively.
16,771.93 2.575

𝐶𝑆𝑖 = ∫𝑇𝐶

𝑖

𝑒

16,771.93 5.239

𝐶𝑆𝑖 = ∫𝑇𝐶

𝑖

𝑒

𝑇𝐶 −0.605 𝑑𝑇𝐶

(12)

𝑇𝐶 −0.949 𝑑𝑇𝐶

(13)

Table 8 presents the calculation of consumer surplus of DRI zones. The
consumer surplus of each zone is larger than zero, except Zone 5’s where its travel cost was
assumed to be equal to the choke price. This result represents that the visitors gain welfare
increasingly by visiting the observed site in both scenarios. In the light of consumer surplus
per 1,000 inhabitants, the innermost zone (Zone 1) gains the largest welfare. In addition, the
more distances from the zones to the observed site, the more consumer surplus per 1,000
inhabitants the zones gain.
However, when considering total consumer surplus of each zone, Zone
2 has the largest consumer surplus and Zone 4 comes second in the ranking. This is because
Zone 2 and 4 had larger population than Zone 1 and 3. In addition, a comparison between
without-project and with-projects shows that the consumer surplus per 1,000 inhabitants of all
zones in with-project scenario relatively decrease. The grand total of all zones’ consumer
surplus falls from 4,052,645.75 THB (103,005.43 EUR) to 2,794,111.63 (71,017.48 EUR),
accounting for 31.05 percent.
Table 8 Consumer Surplus from Domestic Respondents Travelling to the Mainland Site
(2015 value)
Consumer surplus
per 1,000 inhabitants (THB)
Without-project
With-project

Total Consumer surplus
(THB)
Without-project
With-project

Zone

Population
(million)

1

0.32

1,201.58

1,055.24

379,607.03

333,374.99

2

2.57

914.67

655.54

2,354,436.88

1,687,411.81

3

0.46

942.27

686.21

435,425.03

317,099.49

4

9.18

96.22

49.71

883,176.82

456,225.34

5

1.28

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

4,052,645.75

2,794,111.63

Grand Total
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5.2.2 Recreational Value from Non-Residents Travelling to the Island Sites
1) Structure of Zone

The zoning for NRI was also divided by using the same method as DRI.
However, the distances from the participants’ origins to Satun were calculated in terms of flight
distance instead of driving distance. The origins of NRI were divided into seven zones. The
nearest and furthest zones are Australia and Canada, respectively (See Table 9).
Table 9 Zones of Origins of Non-residents Travelling to the Island Sites
Zone

Distance (km)

Name of Country

Population

1

6,842

Australia

23,968,973

2

7,712

Russia

3

8,536

Finland

4

9,096 - 9,253

Sweden and Denmark

5

9.519 - 9,694

Germany, Switzerland and Italy

148,784,893

6

10,061 - 10,214

France and the United Kingdom

129,111,155

7

13,517

143,456,918
5,503,457

Canada

15,448,507

35,939,927

2) Travel cost

Unlike DRI, the travel cost of each NRI zone does not depend on its
distance to the observed site. Table 7 indicates that the respondents from the innermost zone
(Zone 1) face lowest travel cost, about 7,857.83 THB (199.72 EUR) and the respondents
bearing the highest travel cost (91,283.60 or 2,320.14 EUR) are from Zone 5 which is not the
outermost zone. In addition, travel cost of Zone 3 is lower than Zone 2’s, although the distance
from Zone 3 to the observed site is greater than Zone 2’s. This is an effect of the duration of
stay on the average travel cost of each zone.
Figure 5 below plotted from data in Table 10 shows that there is a
positive correlation between the average travel costs and the respondents’ duration of stay. It
means that the travel cost of a particular zone is relatively lower than the other zones’ because
visitors from the zone spent time or stayed in the observed shorter than the visitors from the
other zones. This is because of the differences in the character of each observed island.
Amongst three observed island sites, we found non-resident visitors in
2 islands, namely Bulon Islands and Loa Liang Islands. Furthermore, the average duration of
stay of non-domestic residents travelling to Bulon Islands and Loa Liang Islands are 27.24 and
4.22 nights, respectively. During the survey, non-resident respondents with the relatively lower
duration of stay from Zone 1 and Zone 3 were found only in Loa Liang Islands. Whereas most
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of the respondents from Zone 5, Zone 6 and Zone 7 with higher duration of stay were found in
Bulon Islands.
Table 10 Average Travel Costs Non-residents and Average Duration of Stay of Non-residents
Travelling to the Island Sites’ Zones.
Zone
Average travel cost
(THB)
Average duration
of stay (nights)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

7,857.83

29,430.32

25,661.99

55,557.24

91,283.60

73,746.91

74,649.22

2.00

9.00

6.00

13.67

22.45

27.70

19.00

Figure 5 Graphical Relationship between Average Duration of Stay and Average Travel
Cost of Non-residents Travelling to the Island Sites’ Zones
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3) Visitation rate

The details of visitation rate per 1,000 inhabitants of NRI’s zones are
provided in Table 11. The data shows that there are no trends for both scenarios. The highest
and the lowest visitation rates do not belong to the innermost and outermost zone, respectively.
In the without-project scenario, Zone 3 and Zone 4 have the greatest
visitation rate equaling to 0.0013 visits per 1,000 inhabitants, while Zone 5 has the smallest
one equaling to 0.0001 visits per 1,000 inhabitants. For with-project scenario, the visitation
rate of Zone 3 is still the highest, about 0.0053 visits per 1,000 inhabitants. Whereas the
visitation rates of Zone 2 and Zone 7 are equal 0 which means that there would be no visitor
from these zones anymore if the project would exist in the future. In addition, when comparing
between without-project and with-project scenarios, the visitation rates of 4 zones (Zone 1,
Zone 3, Zone 4 and Zone 5) increase because of the increases in their shares in a number of
observed visits.
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Table 11 Visitation Rate per 1,000 Inhabitants and Average Travel Costs of Non-residents
Travelling to the Island Sites’ Zones.

Zone

Population
(million)

Number of
observed visits
Without
With-project
project

Share in number of
observed visits
Without
With-project
project

Total number of
estimated visits
Without
With-project
project

Visitation rate per
1,000 inhabitants
Without
With-project
project

Average
travel
cost
(THB)

1

23.97

2

1

0.05

0.10

13.86

29.10

0.0006

0.0012

7,857.83

2

143.46

2

0

0.05

0.00

13.86

0.00

0.0001

0.0000

29,430.32

3

5.50

1

1

0.02

0.10

6.93

29.10

0.0013

0.0053

25,661.99

4

15.45

3

1

0.07

0.10

20.79

29.10

0.0013

0.0019

55,557.24

5

148.78

11

3

0.26

0.30

76.21

87.30

0.0005

0.0006

91,283.60

6

129.11

20

4

0.48

0.40

138.57

116.40

0.0011

0.0009

73,746.91

7

35.94

3

0

0.07

0.00

20.79

0.00

0.0006

0.0000

74,649.22

42

10

1.00

1.00

291.00

291.00

Total

4) Demand function and consumer surplus

Figure 6 and Figure 7 illustrate the relationship between visitation rate
and travel cost of non-resident respondent travelling the islands sites in without- and with
project scenario, respectively. It can be seen that there is no correlation between the two
variables. The respondents from the highest-visitation-rate zone do not bear the cheapest travel
cost and the respondents from the smallest-visitation-rate zone also do not face the greatest
travel cost. In addition, there is a significant difference in travel costs of 3 zones that are in the
same range of visitation rate (0.0005 – 0.0006 visits per 1,000 inhabitants). Consequently, the
visitation rate of NRI zones does not rely on their travel cost. For this reason, we cannot indicate
a demand function and estimate the consumer surplus of NRI.
5.2.3 Recreational Value from Domestic Residents Travelling to the Mainland
Sites
1) Demand function
The relationship between visitation rate or the number of visits and their
travel cost of domestic respondents to mainland site of the national park in both scenarios is
illustrated in Figure 8 showing a lot of data points in a rectangular area from price zero to 900
THB and from zero visit to 70 visits. It can be seen that the relationship between the travel cost
and the number of visits is not linear. Thus, the demand function of the national park’s mainland
recreation is assumed to be as equation (14).
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Figure 6 Graphical Relationship between Number of Visits (Visitation Rate) and Travel
Cost of Non-residents Travelling to the Island Sites in Without-project Scenario
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Figure 7 Graphical Relationship between Number of Visits (Visitation Rate) and Travel
Cost of Non-residents Travelling to the Island Sites in With-project Scenario
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𝑉𝑖 = 𝑒 𝛼0 +𝛼𝑀𝐷𝑀𝐷𝑖 𝑇𝐶𝑖

0.006

𝛼𝑇𝐶

(14)

where the number of visits (Vi) is a dependent variable and travel cost
(TCi) and dummy variable (MDi) denoting whether the site is the main destination of the trip
are an independent variable and 𝛼0 , 𝛼𝑀𝐷 and 𝛼 𝑇𝐶 are coefficients.
Equation (14) can be linearised as following equation;
𝑙𝑛𝑉𝑖 = 𝛼0 + 𝛼𝑀𝐷 𝑀𝐷𝑖 + 𝛼 𝑇𝐶 𝑙𝑛𝑇𝐶𝑖
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(15)

Figure 8 Graphical Relationship between Number of Visits and Travel Cost of Domestic
Respondents Travelling to the Mainland Site
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The OLS result calculated by Microsoft Excel 2013 is presented in Table
12. As expected, travel cost (TCi) has negative relationship with number of visit (Vi) for both
scenarios. The coefficient of TCi of without- and with-project scenario are -0.436 with 0.01
confidence level and -0.265 with 0.05 confidence level, respectively. This means the higher
travel cost, the lower visits. Furthermore, a dummy variable, Mi, is statistically significant, in
both scenarios. The coefficient of Mi of without- and with-project scenario are 0.732 with 0.05
confidence level and 0.999 with 0.01 confidence, respectively.
2) Calculation of Consumer Surplus
Since the DRM demand functions is not linear, there is no choke price.
Thus we choose the seventh highest price at which number of visit is nearly zero, 762.51 THB
(19.38 EUR), accounting for 88th percentile, to be a choke price. The mathematic calculations
of all DRM respondents’ consumer surplus (CSi) of without- and with-project scenario are
demonstrated as equation (16) and (17), respectively.
𝑀𝐷

𝑇𝐶 −0.436 𝑑𝑇𝐶

(16)

𝑀𝐷

𝑇𝐶 −0.265 𝑑𝑇𝐶

(17)

762.51

𝑒 3.545+0.732

762.51

𝑒 2.383+0.999

𝐶𝑆𝑖 = ∫𝑇𝐶
𝐶𝑆𝑖 = ∫𝑇𝐶

From the equations above, the DRM respondents has consumer surplus
of 175,125.77 THB (4,453.38 EUR) and 184,902.60 THB (4,702.01 EUR) for without- and
with-project scenario, respectively. Then, we calculate the consumer surplus per capita of
without- and with-project scenario which equal to 2,274.36 (57.84 EUR) and 2,401.33 THB
(61.07 EUR)
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Finally, the consumer surplus of DRM in without-project and withproject scenario generated from the model are 74,962,927.09 THB (1,905,320.43EUR) and
79,147,918.95 THB (2,011,689.68 EUR), respectively. This means consumer surplus will
increase about 4,184,991.86 THB (106,369.25 EUR) or 5.29 percent, if the port will be
constructed in the future.
Table 12 Domestic Respondents Travelling to the Mainland Site (n=77)
Variable
Without-project scenario
Dependent variable: ln(Vi)
Constant
Travel cost (ln TCi)
Main Destination (Mi)
R2 = 0.235
Adjust R2 = 0.214

Coefficient

Standard Error

3.545***

0.638***

-0.436***
0.732***

0.112***
0.301***

2.383***
-0.265***
0.999***

0.664***
0.116***
0.312***

F statistic = 11.397
With-project scenario
Dependent variable: ln(Vi)
Constant
Travel cost (ln TCi)
Main Destination (Mi)
R2 = 0.184
Adjust R2 = 0.161
F statistic = 8.322

6. Discussion and Conclusion
This study aims to identify the possible change of the economic recreational value of
Mu Ko Phetra National Park due to the construction of Pak Bara Port Project. To do so,
compared the recreation value of without- and with-project scenario. TCM was employed to
estimate the consumer surplus which represents the recreation value of the observed sites in
both scenarios. Since there is a difference in socioeconomic characteristics of each observed
site and domestic and non-domestic participants’ travel cost to the observe site, we categorised
the participants into three groups: domestic residents travelling to the mainland site (DRM),
domestic residents travelling to the island sites (DRI), and non-residents travelling to the island
sites (NRI). The recreation values from DRI and NRI were estimated by applying ZTCM, while
DRM recreation value was computed by employing ITCM.
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Our results show that if there will be the project the recreation value from DRI will fall
approximately 1,258,534.12 THB (31,987.96 EUR), from 4,052,645.75 THB (103,005.43
EUR) to 2,794,111.63 (71,017.48 EUR), accounting for -31.05 percent. In contrast, the
recreation value from DRM will increase about 4,184,991.86 THB (106,369.25 EUR), from
74,962,927.09 THB (1,905,320.43EUR) and 79,147,918.95 THB (2,011,689.68 EUR),
accounting for 5.29 percent. However, for NRI, since there is no relation between travel cost
and visitation rate in the without-project scenario, we could not define the demand function of
NRI. Consequently, we were unable to estimate the recreation value from NRI.
According to the TCM studies conducted to estimate recreation value of marine
recreation sites in Asia, the without-project recreation value of Mu Ko Phetra National Park is
significantly lower than other tourist attractions in the region. This is because its annual number
of visit (26,678 visits in 2015) is much less than the other’s. Seenprachawong (2016) estimated
the total recreation benefit of coral reefs and diverse fishes of Phi Phi Islands in Thailand which
has about 333,613 annual visits. His result showed that the islands’ recreation value was about
205.41 million USD (185.02 million EUR) composing of 1.75 million USD (1.58 million EUR)
from Thai visitors and 203.66 million USD (183.44 million EUR) from foreigners. Nam and
Son (2016) found that Hon Mun Islands in Vietnam having 277,900 visits per year generated
3.2 million USD of coral reef-based recreation benefit (1.52 million USD (1.37 million EUR)
from Vietnamese visitors and 1.62 million USD (1.46 million EUR) for foreigners). Chen et
al. (2014) conducted a research to estimate an economic value: value Xiamen Island in China
which has 3.168 million annual visits. Their result showed that there was 53 million USD of
the island’s recreation value.
However, our estimations might be overestimated or underestimated due to many
factors. First of all, we had quite a small sample size, 161 respondents in total. Whereas the
studies of Seenprachawong (2016), Nam and Son (2016) and Chen et al. (2014) had 785, 390
and 560 respondents, respectively. Second, to comparing the with-project scenario with the
without-project scenario is a prospective approach, but it might be difficult for some
respondents to imagine how the project can affect the travel behaviour clearly. Therefore, their
number of visits obtained by questionnaire might be different from their actual visits in the
future.
Moreover, this study was not able to identify the generate trip function of NRI. This is
because foreigners’ behaviour was unique. In fact, this group of respondents visit the observed
sites only once a year or have visited the sites once in their lifetime. While the visitors from
different zones of origin faced the different travel costs. This leads to no correlation between
travel cost and visitation rate of NRI. In addition, the NRI zones of origin were based on flight
distance to the observed site. Nevertheless, NRI travel cost did not rely on the distance to the
observed site. As mention earlier, NRI travel cost had the positive relation with the duration of
their stay. Thus, defining the zone based on total costs might be an alternative method.
As many variables were not included in this study, the value of r-square values of DRM
model in both scenarios were low. This means that the variation in the dependent variable
(number of visits) was not well explained by the independent variables (travel cost and dummy
variables denoting whether the site is the main destination of the trip). Therefore, the future
study should independent variables, such as the cost of substitute site, attitude toward the site
or quality of the site, household size (see Naurud and Mungatana (1994), Seenprachawong
(2016) and Tang (2009)).
In addition, the increase of the number of visits of DRM might be a short-term effect.
There were about 50 percent of DRI mentioned that they would visit the observed site more
often if the project would be completed because they would like to see how the surrounding
areas of the observed site would be changed. However, in the long term, the number of visits
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of DRM may remain constant since recreationists may make trips to the observed site as they
usually do before the existing of the project. Therefore, the project may temporally affect
recreation value of the mainland site of Mu Ko Phetra National Park.
All in all, our results show that Pak Bara Port Project can lead to both positive and
negative consequences of recreation value of Mu Ko Phetra National Park. For policy
implication, we suggest the project’s cost-benefit analysis should include its impact on nonmarket goods and services, such as natural resources and recreation sites, in order to determine
the best option before the project it is started.
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Abbreviations and Units
DRI

Domestic residents travelling to the island sites

DRM

Domestic residents travelling to the mainland site

EIA

Environmental Impact Assessment

EUR

Euro

ITCM

Individual Travel Cost Method

NRI

Non-residents travelling to the island sites

THB

Thai Baht

TCM

Travel Cost Method

ZTCM

Zonal Travel Cost Method
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ภาพที่ 1: พื้นที่อุทยานแห่งชาติหมู่เกาะเภตราและพื้นที่ก่อสร้างโครงการท่าเทียบเรื อน้ าลึกปากบารา
Figure 1: Map of Mu Ko Phetra National Park and location of construction site of Pak Para Port Project

อุทยานแห่งชาติหมู่เกาะเภตรา
Mo Ko Phreta National Park
พื้นที่ก่อสร้างท่าเรื อน้ าลึก ปาบารา (ท่าเทียบเรื อเพื่อการขนส่งทางทะเล)
Construction sites of Pak Para Sea Port
ท่าเทียบเรื อปากบารา (ท่าเทียบเรื อท่องเที่ยว)
Pak Para Tourism Port
ที่ทาการอุทยานแห่งชาติหมู่เกาะเภตรา
Mu Ko Phetra National Park Office
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ภาพที่ 2: รายละเอียดโดยสังเขปของสิ่ งก่อสร้างต่าง ๆ ในโครงการท่าเรื อน้ าลึกปากบารา
Figure 2: Constructions of Pak Bara Port Project

ท่าเทียบเรื อขนส่งตูส้ ิ นค้าและพื้นที่ปฏิบตั ิการ กว้าง 430 เมตร ยาว 1086 เมตร

เขี่อนกันคลื่น กว้าง 4 เมตร ยาว 1700 เมตร
Wave barrier: width 4 meters, length 1700 meters

Container terminal and operation area: width 430 meters, length 1086 meters
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สะพานเชื่อมโยงท่าเทียบเรื อขนาด 4 ช่องจราจร กว้าง 24.5 เมตร ยาว 4200 เมตร

ภาพที่ 3: ทัศนียภาพบริ เวณชายฝั่งทะเลบ้านปากบาราและเกาเขาใหญ่เมื่อมีการโครงการท่าเรื อน้ าลึก
ปากบารา
Figure 3: Illustrated scenery of coatsal areas at Ban Pak Bara and Khao Yai Island after
the completed construction of Pak Bara Port Project

มุมมองจากถนนเลียบชายฝั่งทะเล บริ เวณทางโค้งบ้านตะโละใส

มุมมองจากถนนเลียบชายฝั่งทะเล บริ เวณใกล้ทางเข้าโครงการ

View from coast road at Ban Ta Lo Sai

View from coast road near the entrance of the sea port

มุมมองจากชายหาดบริ เวณใกล้ทางเข้าโครงการ

มุมมองจากท่าเทียบเรื อปากบารา (ท่าเทียบเรื อท่องเที่ยว)

View from the beach near the entrance of the sea port

View from the tourism port
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No.
Date
Place

F……………………………….…
………………………………….…
………………………………….…

Questionnaire about Recreational Value of Mu Ko Phetra National Park
For thesis in MSc Environmental Sciences, Wageningen University, The Netherlands
Remark: if you cannot indicate price or amount of expense in term of local currency, please state your currency.
Part 1
1. Where are you from?

Country …………………………………………………... City………………………………………………………….…

2. How many times have you been to Thailand including this visit? ………….. time(s)
3. How long will you stay in Thailand for this visit? …………………… day(s)
4. How many dependants (including you) you have in this trip for whom you will cover the expenses? …………people
5. What is your main purpose for visiting Thailand this time and how will you dedicate your time for leisure/recreation?
 Leisure/vacation trip
 Business trip

● Dedicated time for leisure or recreation …………………. Percentage (%) of stay in Thailand

6. Is Thailand the only destination that you want to visit during your whole trip?
 Yes (please indicate the following information)
● How long does it take for you to travel from your country to Thailand for a one-way trip? ……….…..hours
● How much do you spend for transportation to Thailand for a round trip? ……….…..£/€/$/……….(currency)
 No (please indicate the following information)
● How many days does this whole trip last (including all destinations)? ……….…..days
● How much will you spend for transportation cost for the whole trip (including all destinations)?
……….…..£/€/$/……….(currency)
7. What city or airport in Thailand is your first arrival place for this trip to Thailand? …….……………………………………………………
8. Where is your place of departure in Thailand from which you made the trip to Mu Ko Phetra National Park?
District………………………………………………..

Province/city………………………………………………………

9. How long does it take you for one-way trip from your residence in Thailand to Mu Ko Phetra National Park?
…………hours….………minutes
10. Visiting Mu Ko Phetra National Park is …………. (Please tick in  that is most applicable to you)
 sole or major purpose of my trip to Thailand. (please continue part 2, 4 and 5)
 one of many equally important reasons of visiting the other sites. (please continue part 3- 5)
 just an incidental stop or spur of the moment decision. (please continue part 3- 5)

Part 2
11. Which mode of domestic transport did you use to travel to Mu Ko Preta National Park?
(Please tick in  and  and fill in the space for each item that is applicable to you)
 Public Transportation
 Airplane: company’s name…………………….………………………………… price (round trip/person) ……….…£/€/$/……....
 Bus/van: company’s name…………………….………………………………… price (round trip/person) ……….…£/€/$/……....
 Boat

company’s name…………………….………………………………… price (round trip/person) ……….…£/€/$/……....

 Motorcycle/tricycle Taxi:

price (round trip/person) ……….…£/€/$/……....

 Own vehicle/rental vehicle: total price of gas (round trip)…….….. £/€/$/.....and rent (round trip)……….£/€/$/……..
12. How long will you stay in Mu Ko Phetra National Park or its surrounding areas just for leisure or recreation in the
National Park? (Please tick in  and  and fill in the space for each item that is applicable to you)
 A day trip
 Overnight stay trip (please indicate the following information)
● Date of arrival………………………………………….. and date of departure……………………………………………………
● Type of accommodation for overnight stay
 Own residence (which belong to friends or family)
 Rental residence (hotel/hostel/rental room or apartment): Name of place……………………………………………………..
 Overall accommodation cost (including those of your dependents e.g. children)……….…£/€/$/……....

13. What are your other expenses (including those of your dependents e.g. children) apart from your main
transportation and accommodation cost to Mu Ko Phetra National Park during your stay in the national park?
(Please tick in  and fill in the space for each item that is applicable to you)
 Food and drinks

……….…£/€/$/……....

 Local transport within Mu Ko Phetra National Park (including boat trip to any islands)

……….…£/€/$/……....

 Entrance fee

……….…£/€/$/……....

 On site expenses (photos, candies, souvenirs, etc.)

……….…£/€/$/……....

 Vacation package/travel package

……….…£/€/$/……....

 Others expenses (please specify please) ……………………………………………………………………

……….…£/€/$/……....

Part 3
14. What is your approximate budget to spend in Thailand for the whole trip (including those of your dependents e.g.
children)? (Please tick in  and fill in the space for each item that is applicable to you)
 Food and drinks

……….…£/€/$/……....

 Local transport within Mu Ko Phetra National Park (including boat trip to any islands)

……….…£/€/$/……....

 Entrance fees

……….…£/€/$/……....

 On site expenses (photos, candies, souvenirs, etc.)

……….…£/€/$/……....

 Vacation package/travel package

……….…£/€/$/……....

 Others expenses (please specify) …………………………………………..…………………………………

……….…£/€/$/……....

Part 4
15. How many hours will you spend in Mu Ko Phetra National Park for the whole trip? …………… hours
16. What are the attractions that persuade you to visit Mu Ko Phetra National Park? (Multiple selection is enabled)
 Convenient transportation
 Location of accommodation
 Low transportation cost
 Low accommodation cost
 Low cost of living (food, grocery, etc.)
 Many activities to do
 Beach
 Sea
 Coral/aquatic species
 Flora
 Fauna
 Others (please specify) …………..……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
17. How do you intend to spend your time in Mu Ko Phetra National Park? (Multiple selection is enabled)
 Chilling on the mainland beach  Visiting islands
 Diving
 Swimming  Camping
 Trekking/ecological walking tour  Others (please specify)…………………………………………………………………………………….
18. How many trips have you made to Mu Ko Phetra National Park in your life time including this one? ...................... trip(s)
19. In the future if the sea port will be constructed (please see illustration, figure 1-3), would you come to visit Mu Ko
Phetra National Park again? (please select only one option, yes or no)
 Yes

because …

(Multiple selection is enabled)

 the sea port project may not have negative impacts on scenery of the national park
 the sea port project may not have negative impacts on natural resources
 the sea port project may not have negative impacts on peacefulness of the national park
 there are many alternative tourist sites in the national park to visit
 it may be more convenient to travel to the national park
 cost of living in this area is quite low
 others (please specify)…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

If you would like to select “No” please go to the next page
 No:
● because …
(Multiple selection is enabled)
 the sea port project may have negative impacts on scenery of the national park
 the sea port project may have negative impacts on natural resources
 the sea port project may have negative impacts on peacefulness of the national park
 the sea port project may have negative impacts on human health
 traffic may be heavier
 cost of living in this area may be increased
 others (please specify)…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
● What are the alternative tourist attractoins you would like to visit instead of Mu Ko Phetra National Park?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
20. For the next visit, how does the sea port project influence your desire to visit Mu Ko Phetra National Park?
Not at all influential


Slightly influential


Somewhat influential


Very influential


Extremely influential


Part 5
General Information
 Male

● Gender

 Female

● Year of Birth ……………………..
● What is your highest education level?
 Primary school
 Bachelor degree

 Secondary school
 Master degree

 High School
 Doctoral Degree

 Freelancer/Self-employed

 Farmer/Fisher

● What is your occupation status?
 Student

 Employed

 Unemployed

 Retired

● What is your average monthly income before tax?
 No income
Below 250 £/€/$/……....(currency)
 251 to 500 £/€/$/……....(currency)
501 to 700 £/€/$/……....(currency)
 700 to 1000 £/€/$/……....(currency)
 1001 to 2000 £/€/$/……....(currency)
 2001 to 3000 £/€/$/……....(currency)
Exceeding 3000 £/€/$/……....(currency)
● How many hours per day do you work? …………………….. hours/day
● How many days per week do you work? ……….. days

Thank you for your time and cooperation. Have a nice time in Mu Ko Phetra National Park!

Appendix C: Questionnaire for Domestic Respondents

No.
Date
Place

T……………………………….…
………………………………….…
………………………………….…

แบบสอบถามเกีย่ วกับการประเมินมูลค่ าทางนันทนาการของอุทยานแห่ งชาติหมู่เกาะเภตรา
สำหรั บวิทยำนิพนธ์ มหำบัณฑิต หลักสู ตรวิทยำศำสตร์ สิ่งแวดล้ อม ของ Wageningen University รำชอำณำจักรเนเธอร์ แลนด์
ส่ วนที่ 1
1. ท่านเดินทางมาจากที่ใด ?

อาเภอ........................................................... จังหวัด...........................................................

2. ในการเดินทางครั้งนี้ จากที่พกั อาศัยของท่าน (ตลอดการเดินทาง) มีกาหนดระยะเวลานานเท่าใด ? ............วัน /...........ชัว่ โมง
3. วัตถุประสงค์หลักในการเดินทางของท่านในครั้งนี้คืออะไร และท่านจัดสรรเวลาเพื่อการพักผ่อนอย่างไร
 เพื่อการท่องเที่ยวหรื อการพักผ่อน

เพื่อการทางานหรื อกิจธุ ระส่ วนตัว
 เพื่อการศึกษา/การวิจยั
 อื่น ๆ (โปรดระบุ).........................................................................
● โดยจัดสรรเวลาเพื่อการท่องเที่ยวหรื อพักผ่อนคิดเป็ น.........เปอร์ เซ็นต์ (%) ของเวลาทั้งหมด (ไม่นบ
ั เวลาที่ใช้เดินทาง)
4. จากที่พกั อาศัยของท่าน ใช้เวลาในการเดินทางมายังอุทยานแห่งชาติหมู่เกาะเภตรานานเท่าใด ?...........ชัว่ โมง...........นาที
5. ในการเดินทางครั้งนี้มีผรู ้ ่ วมเดินทางกี่คน (นับรวมตัวท่านเอง) ที่ท่านเป็ นผูร้ ับผิดชอบออกค่าใช้จ่ายต่าง ๆ ให้ ? ............คน
6. โปรดทาเครื่ องหมาย ใน  หน้าข้อความที่ท่านคิดว่าเหมาะสมที่สุด (เลือกเพียง 1 ข้ อ)


กำรเดินทำงมำยังอุทยำนแห่ งชำติหมู่เกำะเภตรำในครั้ งนี้...
 อุทยานแห่งชาติหมู่เกาะเภตราเป็ นสถานที่ท่องเที่ยวเพียงแห่ งเดียว ในการเดิ นทางครั้งนี้ (กรุ ณำทำต่ อส่ วนที่ 2 และ 4 - 5)
 อุทยานแห่งชาติหมู่เกาะเภตราไม่ ใช่ สถานที่ท่องเที่ยวเพียงแห่ งเดียว ในการเดินทางครั้งนี้ (กรุ ณำทำต่ อส่ วนที่ 3 -5)
 เป็ นการเดินทางมาแวะพักโดยบังเอิญหรื อไม่ได้อยูใ่ นแผนการเดิ นทางที่วางแผนไว้ต้ งั แต่แรก (กรุ ณำทำต่ อส่ วนที่ 3 - 5)
ส่ วนที่ 2
7. จากที่พกั อาศัยของท่าน ท่านเดินทางมายังอุทยานแห่งชาติหมู่เกาะเภตราด้วยวิธีใดบ้าง ? (กรุ ณาทาเครื่ องหมาย ใน  และ
 และเติมข้อความในช่องว่าง ในกรณี ที่ท่านเดินทางมากว่าหนึ่ งทอด กรุ ณาระบบวิธีการเดินทางให้ครบทุกประเภท)
 โดยบริ การขนส่ งสาธารณะ

ชื่อสายการบิน…………………….………............รวมค่าใช้จ่ายต่อคน (ไป-กลับ)………….บาท
 รถประจาทาง/รถตู:้ ชื่อบริ ษท
ั ผูใ้ ห้บริ การ…………………….…..........รวมค่าใช้จ่ายต่อคน (ไป-กลับ)………….บาท
 รถรับจ้างสาธารณะ เช่น มอเตอร์ ไชค์รับจ้าง รถสามล้อรับจ้าง แท็กซี่ รวมค่าใช้จ่ายต่อคน (ไป-กลับ)………….บาท
 เรื อโดยสาร:
ชื่อบริ ษทั ผูใ้ ห้บริ การ…………………….….......... รวมค่าใช้จ่ายต่อคน (ไป-กลับ)………….บาท
 โดยภาหนะส่ วนบุคคล: รวมค่าน้ ามัน (ไป-กลับ)……..........…….บาท
และค่าเช่ารถ (ไป-กลับ)……..........….….บาท
 เครื่ องบินโดยสาร:

 โดยภาหนะจ้างเหมาสาหรับการเดินทางเป็ นหมู่คณะ:

ค่าโดยสารต่อคน (ไป-กลับ)………….…บาท

8. ท่านตั้งใจจะพักอาศัยในพื้นที่ อุทยานแห่ งชาติ หมู่เกาะเภตราหรื อพื้นที่ โดยรอบ โดยมี จุดประสงค์เพื่อการท่องเที่ ยวหรื อ
พักผ่อนที่อุทยานแห่ งชาติหมู่เกาะเภตรานานกี่วนั ? (กรุ ณาทาเครื่ องหมาย ใน  และ  และเติมข้อความในช่องว่างให้
ครบถ้วนตามความเป็ นจริ ง)
 1 วัน (ไม่พกั ค้างคืน)
 มากกว่า 1 วัน (พักค้างคืน)
● พักอาศัยในพื้นที่ ตั้งแต่วน
ั ที่………………………………………….. ถึงวันที่………………………………….....……
● ประเภทของที่พก
ั อาศัย
 ที่พกั ส่ วนตัว/ที่พกั ของเพื่อนหรื อญาติ โดยไม่ได้เสี ยค่าใช้จ่าย
 โรงแรม/ที่พกั หรื อห้องเช่ าเอกชน ชื่ อที่พกั …………………………………………………................................…..
 ราคาที่พก
ั รวมทั้งหมด (ของทุกคนที่ท่านรับผิดชอบออกค่าใช้จ่ายให้ เช่น ลูก หลาน)……….................….......บาท
9. ตั้งแต่ วันแรกจนถึงวันสุ ดท้ ำย นอกเหนื อจากค่าใช้จ่ายในการเดิ นทางจากที่พกั อาศัยของท่านมายังอุทยานแห่ งชาติหมู่เกาะ
เภตรา และค่าที่พกั ท่านมีค่าใช้ จ่ายรายการอื่น ๆ (รวมทุกคนที่ท่านรับผิดชอบออกค่าใช้จ่ายให้ดว้ ย เช่น ลูก หลาน ผูต้ ิดตาม)
อย่างไรบ้าง ?
● ค่าอาหารและเครื่ องดื่ม
รวมทั้งสิ้ น....................บาท
●

ค่าเดินทางภายในพื้นที่อุทยาน (ทั้งทางบกและทางน้ า เช่น ค่ารถรับจ้าง ค่าเรื อ)

รวมทั้งสิ้ น....................บาท

●

ค่าธรรมเนียมเข้าอุทยาน

รวมทั้งสิ้ น....................บาท

●

ค่าใช้จ่ายทัว่ ไป เช่น ค่าของที่ระลึก/ของฝาก ค่าเช่าอุปกรณ์ ค่าใช้จ่ายจิปาถะ

รวมทั้งสิ้ น....................บาท

●

ค่าใช้จ่ายอื่น ๆ โปรดระบุ....................................................................................................... รวมทั้งสิ้ น....................บาท

ส่ วนที่ 3
10. ในการเดินทางครั้งนี้ (ตลอดกำรเดินทำง) ท่านประมาณการค่าใช้จ่ายต่าง ๆ (รวมทุกคนที่ท่านรับผิดชอบออกค่าใช้จ่ายให้ดว้ ย
เช่น ลูก หลาน ผูต้ ิดตาม) ในรายการดังต่อไปนี้ เป็ นจานวนเงินเท่าไร ?
● ค่าใช้จ่ายเพื่อการเดินทางทั้งขาไปและขากลับ (ค่าตัว๋ รถโดยสาร/เครื่ องบิน ค่าเรื อ ค่ารถรับจ้างสาธารณะ ค่าน้ ามันรถ
ค่าเช่ารถ) ....................บาท
●

ค่าที่พกั .....................บาท

●

ค่าอาหารและเครื่ องดื่ม (เฉลี่ยต่อวัน) .................บาท

●

ค่าบัตรผ่านประตู/ค่าธรรมเนี่ ยมเข้าอุทยาน .................บาท

●

ค่าใช้จ่ายอื่น ๆ (เช่น ค่าอาหารและเครื่ องดื่ม ค่าของที่ระลึก/ของฝาก ค่าเช่าอุปกรณ์ ค่าใช้จ่ายจิปาถะ) .................บาท

ส่ วนที่ 4
11. เหตุใดท่านจึงเลือกมาท่องเที่ยวหรื อพักผ่อนที่อุทยานแห่งชาติหมู่เกาะเภตรา (เลือกได้ มำกกว่ ำ 1 ข้ อ)
 อยูใ่ กล้ที่พกั อาศัย

 การเดินทางมาสะดวก

 เสี ยค่าใช้จ่ายด้านที่พกั น้อยหรื อไม่เสี ยเลย

 เสี ยค่าใช้จ่ายในการเดินทางน้อยหรื อไม่เสี ยเลย

 ค่าใช้จ่ายด้านอาหาร/ของที่ระลึก/สิ นค้าทัว่ ไปไม่แพง

 มีกิจกรรมด้านการท่องเที่ยวหรื อพักผ่อนให้ทาหลากหลาย

 ชายหาดสวย

 น้ าทะเลสวย/สะอาด

 มีปะการัง/สัตว์น้ า

 มีดอกไม้/พันธุ์ไม้ต่าง ๆ

 มีสัตว์บก

 เหมาะแก่การศึกษาหรื อวิจยั

 มีเกาะต่าง ๆ

 อื่น ๆ (โปรดระบุ)....................................................................................................................................................................

12. ท่านตั้งใจจะใช้เวลาในการท่องเที่ยวหรื อพักผ่อนในพื้นที่อุทยานแห่งชาติหมู่เกาะเภตรานานเท่าใด? .................ชัว่ โมง
13. กิจกรรมสาหรับการท่องเที่ยวหรื อการพักผ่อนที่ท่านตั้งใจจะทาในพื้นที่อุทยานแห่งชาติหมู่เกาะเภตรา ได้แก่อะไรบ้าง ?
(เลือกได้ มำกกว่ ำ 1 ข้ อ)
 พักผ่อนอิริยาบถตามชายหาดบนฝั่ง

 ดาน้ า

 เล่นน้ าทะเล

 ท่องเที่ยวตามเกาะต่างๆ

 เดินศึกษาเส้นทางทางธรรมชาติ

 กางเต้นค้างคืน

 กิจกรรมอื่น ๆ (โปรดระบุ) ....................................................................................................................................................

14. ในรอบ 12 เดือนที่ผา่ นมา ท่านเดินทางมายังอุทยานแห่งชาติหมู่เกาะเภตราเพื่อการท่องเที่ยวหรื อพักผ่อนแล้วกี่ครั้ง ?....... ครั้ง
15. ในอนาคตหากมีการก่อสร้างท่าเรื อน้ าลึกปากบารา (กรุ ณาดูภาพประกอบ ตามภาพที่ 1 - 3) ในแต่ละปี ท่านคิดว่าจะเดิ นทาง
มายังอุทยานแห่งชาติหมู่เกาะเภตราเพื่อการท่องเที่ยวหรื อพักผ่อนมากน้อยเพียงไร (เลือก เท่ำเดิม มำกขึ้น น้ อยลง เพียง 1ข้ อ)
 เท่าเดิม ● เนื่ องจาก... (เลือกเหตุผลได้ มำกกว่ ำ 1 ข้ อ)
 ท่าเรื อน้ าลึกปากบาราไม่น่าจะมีผลกระทบต่อทัศนี ยภาพที่สวยงามของอุทยานแห่ งชาติหมู่เกาะเภตรา
 ท่าเรื อน้ าลึกปากบาราไม่น่าจะมีผลกระทบต่อทรัพยากรณ์ทางธรรมชาติ เช่น ประการัง สัตว์ทะเล น้ าทะเล
 ท่าเรื อน้ าลึกปากบาราไม่น่าจะรบกวนบรรยากาศในการพักผ่อน เช่น ไม่ก่อให้เกิดเสี ยงดังรบกวน
 อุทยานแห่ งชาติหมู่เกาะเภตรายังมีสถานที่ท่องเที่ยวจุดอื่น ๆ ที่น่าสนใจให้เยีย่ มชม
 อุทยานแห่ งชาติหมู่เกาะเภตราอยูใ่ กล้ที่พกั อาศัย
 การเดินทางมายังอุทยานแห่ งชาติหมู่เกาะเภตราค่อนข้างสะดวก
 เสี ยค่าใช้จ่ายน้อย เช่ น ค่าที่พกั ค่าอาหาร ค่าของที่ระลึ ก สิ นค้าทัว่ ไป

 เหตุผลอื่น (โปรดระบุ) .................................................................................................................................

 มากขี้น ●

●

จานวน........................ครั้ง/ปี
เนื่องจาก... (เลือกเหตุผลได้ มำกกว่ ำ 1 ข้ อ)
 การมีท่าเรื อน้ าลึกปากบาราจะทาให้การเดินทางสะดวกมากขึ้น เช่น ถนนดีข้ ีน มีรถประจาทางเพิ่มขึ้น
 การมีท่าเรื อน้ าลึกปากบาราจะทาให้มีสิ่งอานวยความสะดวกต่างๆ มากขึ้น เช่น ที่พกั ร้านค้าต่าง ๆ
 ต้องการมาดูความเปลี่ยนแปลงหรื อการพัฒนาของพื้นที่หลังจากการก่อสร้างท่าเรื อน้ าลึก
 เหตุผลอื่น (โปรดระบุ) .............................................................................................................................

 น้อยลง

●

จานวน........................ครั้ง/ปี (หากท่านคิดว่าอาจจะไม่ มำอีกเลย โปรดใส่ 0 )

●

เนื่องจาก.... (เลือกเหตุผลได้ มำกกว่ ำ 1 ข้ อ)
 ท่าเรื อน้ าลึกปากบาราอาจบดบังทัศนี ยภาพที่สวยงามของอุทยานแห่ งชาติหมู่เกาะเภตรา
 ท่าเรื อน้ าลึกปากบาราอาจมีผลกระทบต่อทรัพยากรณ์ทางธรรมชาติ เช่น ประการัง สัตว์ทะเล น้ าทะเล
 ท่าเรื อน้ าลึกปากบาราอาจรบกวนบรรยากาศในการพักผ่อน เช่ น ทาให้เกิดเสี ยงดังรบกวน
 การขนส่ งสิ นค้าไปยังท่าเรื อน้ าลึกปากบาราอาจทาให้การจราจรติดขัดหรื อหนาแน่ นขึ้น
 ท่าเรื อน้ าลึกปากบาราอาจก่อให้เกิดมลพิษต่าง ๆ ที่มีผลกระทบต่อสุ ขภาพ
 ราคาที่พกั ราคาอาหาร ราคาของที่ระลึก ราคาสิ นค้าทัว่ ไปอาจจะแพงขึ้น
 เหตุผลอื่น (โปรดระบุ) .................................................................................................................................

●

สถานอื่นที่ท่านคาดว่าจะเดินทางไปท่องเที่ยวหรื อพักผ่อนแทนการเดินทางมาท่องเที่ยวหรื อพักผ่อนที่
อุทยานแห่งชาติหมู่เกาะเภตรา (โปรดระบุ) ......................................................................................................

16. การก่อสร้างท่าเรื อน้ าลึกปากบารามีผลต่อการตัดสิ นใจของท่านในการเดินทางมาท่องเที่ยวหรื อพักผ่อนที่อุทยานแห่งชาติหมู่
เกาะเภตราในครั้งต่ อไป ในระดับใด
 ไม่มีผลต่อการตัดสิ นใจ

 น้อย

 ปานกลาง

 ค่อนข้างมาก

 มีผลต่อการตัดสิ นใจเป็ นอย่างมาก

กรุณำทำต่ อส่ วนที่ 5 ในหน้ ำถัดไป
ส่ วนที่ 5
โปรดระบุขอ้ มูลทัว่ ไปเกี่ยวกับตัวท่านเอง ดังต่อไปนี้
● เพศ

 ชาย

 หญิง

 ประถมศึกษา

 มัธยมศึกษาตอนต้น

 มัธยมศึกษาตอนปลาย/ปวช.

 ปริ ญาตรี

 ปริ ญาโท

 ปริ ญญาเอก

 นักเรี ยน/นักศึกษา

 ว่างงาน

 ธุ รกิจส่ วนตัว

 เกษตรกร

 พนักงานประจา/ข้าราชการ

 เกษียณอายุ

● อายุ …………….ปี
● ระดับการศึกษาสู งสุ ด
 อนุปริ ญญา/ปวส.

● อาชีพ
 รับจ้าง

● รายได้ต่อเดือนก่อนหักภาษี
 ไม่มีรายได้

 น้อยกว่า 10,000 บาท

 10,001 – 15,000 บาท

 15,001 – 20,000 บาท

 20,001 – 25,000 บาท

 25,001 – 30,000 บาท

 30,001 – 35,000 บาท

 35,001 – 40,000 บาท

 40,001 – 45,000 บาท

 45,001 – 50,000 บาท

 50,001 – 100,000 บาท

 มากกว่า 100,000 บาท

● ในหนึ่งวันท่านทางานโดยเฉลี่ยกี่ชวั่ โมง ? .............ชัว่ โมง
● ในหนึ่งเดือนท่านทางานโดยเฉลี่ยกี่วนั ? .............วัน

ขอบพระคุณทุกท่ ำนทีส่ ละเวลำอันมีค่ำเพือ่ กำรให้ ข้อมูลในครั้ งนี้

